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LHCb detector

General purpose single-arm forward spectrometer
• Acceptance

• 2 < η < 5 with particle identification
• 0.1 < 𝑝! / GeV𝑐"#< 10

• Very good momentum and vertex resolution
• Very good discrimination of prompt charm & beauty

• Very accurate luminosity (world record for p-p 7 TeV)
• PID optimal for µ, p, K, p
• Flexible software trigger
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Overview
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p-p  𝑠 = 13 TeV

• Prompt charged particles
• Z bosons produced in association with charm
• W mass
• Search for neutral long-lived particles

in semi-leptonic decays New!

√s = 13 TeV
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Muon Puzzle in air showers
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• Air showers are hadronic cascades driven by soft-QCD interactions
• Muon Puzzle: μ deficit in simulated showers starting at 𝑠$$ ≈ 8 TeV
• Muon production quantitatively linked to forward hadron production

and hadron composition
• Nuclear effects in target important, large interest in p+O

Example event from Pierre Auger Observatory EAS-MSU, IceCube, KASCADE-Grande, NEVOD-DECOR, Pierre 
Auger, SUGAR, Telescope Array, Yakutsk EAS Array Collaborations 
(HD et al.), EPJ Web Conf. 210 (2019) 02004

Tanguy Pierog, HD

Tanguy Pierog, HD

Tanguy Pierog, HD

ALICE, EPJC 68 (2010) 345
LHCb, EPJC 72 (2012) 1947
CMS, PLB 751 (2015) 143-163

Ulrich et al. PRD 83 (2011) 054026 Baur et al. arxiv:1902.09265
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https://doi.org/10.1140/epjc/s10052-010-1350-2
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https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevD.83.054026
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Prompt charged particles
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detector surrounding the pp interaction region, a large-area silicon-strip detector located44

upstream of a dipole magnet with a bending power of about 4Tm, and three stations45

of silicon-strip detectors and straw drift tubes placed downstream of the magnet. The46

tracking system provides a measurement of the momentum, p, of charged particles with47

a relative uncertainty that varies from 0.5% at low momentum to 1.0% at 200GeV/c.48

The minimum distance of a track to a primary pp collision vertex, the impact parameter,49

is measured with a resolution of (15 + 29/pT)µm, where pT is the component of the50

momentum transverse to the beam, in GeV/c. Di↵erent types of charged hadrons are51

distinguished using information from two ring-imaging Cherenkov detectors. Photons,52

electrons and hadrons are identified by a calorimeter system consisting of scintillating-pad53

and preshower detectors, an electromagnetic and a hadronic calorimeter. Muons are54

identified by a system composed of alternating layers of iron and multiwire proportional55

chambers.56

The online event selection for this measurement is performed by an unbiased trigger.57

Therefore, no trigger-related systematic uncertainty arises. At the hardware stage, events58

are accepted at a fixed rate. The software stage then restricts the data sample to collisions59

of leading bunches of the LHC bunch trains, which rejects background from previous bunch60

crossings. The analysed data sample contains the events from two LHC fills, recorded61

with opposite magnetic-field configurations. The larger fill comprises 226 ⇥ 106 events62

and corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 3.0 nb�1, while the smaller fill comprises63

134 ⇥ 106 events and corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 2.4 nb�1. The results64

are obtained from the combined data sample, but as a cross-check, the analysis is also65

performed separately for each fill. Furthermore, beam-gas collisions, where only one of66

the two beams traverses the detector, have been collected for each fill. These are used to67

measure the background from interactions of the beams with residual gas in the beam68

pipe.69

Simulation is required to model the e↵ects of the imposed selection requirements and70

to study the background contributions. In the simulation, pp collisions are generated using71

Pythia [10] with a specific LHCb configuration [11]. Decays of unstable particles are72

described by EvtGen [12], in which final-state radiation is generated using Photos [13].73

The interaction of the generated particles with the detector, and its response, are im-74

plemented using the Geant4 toolkit [14] as described in Ref. [15]. For each of the two75

magnetic-field configurations, a trigger-unbiased sample containing 107 events has been76

simulated.77

3 Analysis strategy78

The cross-section of inclusive particle production is proportional to the rate at which79

particles are emitted into a local region of phase space. Based on a particle count, n, in a80

pseudorapidity bin with a width of �⌘ and a transverse-momentum bin with a width of81

�pT that is obtained from a data set corresponding to an integrated luminosity of L, the82

di↵erential cross-section is determined as83

d2�

d⌘ dpT
⌘ n

L�⌘�pT
. (1)

It is computed in bins with finite widths, which is also the case for the predictions from84

hadronic-interaction models. Uncertainties arise only from n and L. The particle count to85
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• First double-differential forward charged particle spectrum at 13 TeV
• Fundamental measurement for (soft-)QCD, generator tuning, and astroparticle physics

• Loose candidate selection with high efficiency

• Total efficiency from data-adjusted simulation

• Backgrounds subtracted using data-adjusted simulation;
e.g. fake tracks, tracks from material interactions

• Analysis written completely in Python
• Numerical code accelerated with Numba
• Python scientific stack + Scikit-HEP tools

be measured is the number of prompt long-lived charged particles produced in beam-beam86

collisions, which constitute the signal in this analysis. A particle is classified as a long-lived87

particle if its lifetime is greater than 30 ps, and it is prompt if it is produced directly in88

the primary interaction or if none of its ancestor particles is long-lived [16].89

To select candidates for prompt long-lived charged particles, only reconstructed tracks90

that traverse the entire tracking system are used. Amongst these, fake tracks can be91

present, which do not correspond to a real particle. Their contribution is reduced by92

imposing a requirement on the fake-track probability, provided by a neural-network-based93

algorithm for each track. No further selection requirements are applied. However, the94

number of fake tracks is still non-negligible. Non-prompt tracks passing the selection95

are another source of background. These tracks originate from interactions of particles96

with the detector material, interactions of the beams with residual gas or from decays of97

long-lived particles.98

Consequently, the number of candidate tracks, ncand, is related to the number of signal99

particles, n, according to100

ncand = "n+
X

i

nbackgr, i , (2)

where " denotes the selection e�ciency, and the sum includes the number of background101

tracks, nbackgr, i, for each source. As " and nbackgr, i are not known in data, their values102

are taken from simulation. To correct for imperfect modelling, control measurements103

are performed, and the simulation is adjusted. For this purpose, proxy variables, Pi, are104

defined that are proportional to nbackgr, i and measurable in data. Then, the ratio of the105

background counts in data and simulation is equal to the ratio of the proxy variables in106

data and simulation,107

nbackgr, i

nbackgr, i, sim
=

Pi

Pi, sim
, (3)

which is used to replace nbackgr, i. The selection e�ciency in simulation is given by the ratio108

of the number of candidate tracks that can be matched to signal particles, ncand, sim,matched,109

and the number of signal particles. Therefore, the quantity of interest, n, can be expressed110

as111

n =

✓
"

"sim

◆�1 nsim

ncand, sim,matched

 
ncand �

X

i

Pi

Pi, sim
nbackgr, i, sim

!
, (4)

where "/"sim is the correction to the selection e�ciency in simulation. The background112

induced by beam-gas interactions, which are not simulated, is determined through the113

number of tracks that are produced in the recorded beam-gas collisions and pass the114

selection. This number consists of the track count obtained from the collisions where only115

the beam travelling from the vertex detector towards the muon system is active, denoted116

by ncand,BG, and that obtained from the collisions where only the beam travelling in the117

opposite direction is active, denoted by ncand,GB. The numbers of collisions with these118

configurations are represented by NBG and NGB, respectively, while NBB is the number of119

beam-beam collisions. This results in the final formula120

n =

✓
"

"sim

◆�1 nsim

ncand, sim,matched

 
ncand �

X

i

Pi

Pi, sim
nbackgr, i, sim

�NBB

✓
ncand,BG

NBG
+

ncand,GB

NGB

◆!
,

(5)
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prompt particles

detection and selection efficiency

Control study on fake track probability

pp 13 TeV 5.4/nb
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https://lhcbproject.web.cern.ch/Publications/LHCbProjectPublic/LHCb-PAPER-2021-010.html
https://arxiv.org/abs/2107.10090
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Prompt charged particles
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• Uncertainty (2.3 to 15) %
• Fake tracks < 9.5 %
• Material interactions < 12 %
• Tracking efficiency < 5.1 %

• Full covariance matrix will be published for first time for 
charge particle analysis in LHCb

• Comparison with QCD generators
• Generators mostly overestimate forward density 
• Charge density: Best agreement with EPOS-LHC
• Charge ratio: Best agreement with Pythia-8.3

• Outlook: Extend to p-Pb and identified hadron spectra

pp 13 TeV 5.4/nb

LHCb-PAPER-2021-010 arXiv:2107.10090, submitted to JHEP

Outlook:
reduce each with 
improved techniques
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Z bosons produced in association with charm
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• Does proton PDF contain | ⟩uudc&c component aka Intrinsic Charm (IC)?
• Predicted by Light Front QCD at percent level
• Predicted signature: enhanced production cross-section for charm at high x
• Important consequences for e.g. cosmic-ray interactions and atmospheric neutrino flux

• Observable Rj
c = σ(Z c) / σ(Z j) should 

show enhancement at large rapidity
• First measurement of Rj

c at y > 2.5
• Low systematic uncertainties

• Theory: associated production at 
high q2, can use pQCD

• Experiment: similar kinematics, 
efficiencies largely cancel
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high q2

high x

low x

forward

LHCb-PAPER-2021-029 arXiv:2109.08084, submitted to PRL pp 13 TeV 6/fb

https://lhcbproject.web.cern.ch/Publications/LHCbProjectPublic/LHCb-PAPER-2021-029.html
https://arxiv.org/abs/2109.08084


Z bosons produced in association with charm
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• Z bosons reconstructed from Z ⟶ µµ decays
• Jets reconstructed with anti-kT algorithm (FASTJET)
• c-tagging via displaced-vertex inside jet
• Raw yields in (y, pT) corrected via unfolding and 

integrated over pT > 20 GeV/c
• Backgrounds from beauty and light-parton jets 

rejected via cuts on jet properties

• High-rapidity bin consistent with IC models
• Result expected to strongly constrain IC

in global PDF fits

LHCb-PAPER-2021-029 arXiv:2109.08084, submitted to PRL

estimated mass of particle
with displaced vertex

number of tracks in jet 
with displaced vertex

pp 13 TeV 6/fb
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W boson mass
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pp 13 TeV 1.7/fb

LHCb-PAPER-2021-024 arXiv:2109.01113, submitted to JHEP

• New physics may appear in loop corrections to W mass
• Compare direct with indirect measurements based on electroweak observables
• Accuracy limited by uncertainty of direct measurements
• Combining results from ATLAS/CMS and LHCb should boost accuracy (η coverage)

• First LHCb measurement of mW with 
W ⟶ μν decays

• Distribution of muon q/pT sensitive to mW
• Also sensitive to pT

W of W boson
• Measure proxy φ* for pT

Z distribution to 
validate predictions of pT

W distribution

c = 1
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W boson mass
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pp 13 TeV 1.7/fb

LHCb-PAPER-2021-024 arXiv:2109.01113, submitted to JHEP

Plan to reduce with larger sample
in Run 3

Plan to reduce with in situ constraints
from analyzing 2D (η, pT) distribution

• Momentum and efficiency corrections 
with control measurements
Z, J/ψ, Υ(1S) ⟶ μμ decays

• Theory uncertainty from modelling W 
and Z boson production studied with 
different generators in Z ⟶ μμ

• W mass determined in simultaneous fit 
to q/pT and φ* distributions

11 MeV from transverse momentum model

c = 1
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Search for neutral long-lived particles (LLP)
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LHCb-PAPER-2021-028 arXiv:2110.07293, submitted to EPJ C New!

• Heavy long-lived particles may appear in SUSY
• Benchmark model: mSUGRA with R-parity 

violation, where neutralino decays (LLP)
• Search via semi-leptonic decays, extending 

previous LHCb analysis with 3/fb
LHCb, EPJ C77 (2017) 812

• Selection
• High pT muon from secondary vertex and 2+ tracks
• SV in vertex locator vetoed
• Multi-variate kinematical selection for each model,

background sample taken from real data 

resonant non-resonant

Higgs-like

LLP

LLP

pp 13 TeV 5.4/fb

LLP

https://lhcbproject.web.cern.ch/Publications/LHCbProjectPublic/LHCb-PAPER-2021-024.html
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2110.07293.pdf
https://doi.org/10.1140/epjc/s10052-017-5178-x


Search for neutral long-lived particles (LLP)
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LHCb-PAPER-2021-028 arXiv:2110.07293, submitted to EPJ C New!
No signal, 95% CL upper limits on cross-section × branching fraction as function of 

LLP mass, LLP life-time, h0 mass (in case of resonant production)

pp 13 TeV 5.4/fb

https://lhcbproject.web.cern.ch/Publications/LHCbProjectPublic/LHCb-PAPER-2021-024.html
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2110.07293.pdf


Summary
• LHCb offers unique opportunities for QCD+EW measurements 

and searches for exotics in forward region

• p-p 𝑠 = 13 TeV
• Prompt charged particles

LHCb-PAPER-2021-010 arXiv:2107.10090
• First measurement of double differential cross-section in forward region at 13 TeV 
• Input for the Muon Puzzle in astroparticle physics

• Z bosons produced in association with charm
LHCb-PAPER-2021-029 arXiv:2109.08084
• Hints for intrinsic charm in the proton PDF
• Input for calculation of atmospheric background to astro-neutrinos

• Direct measurement of W mass
LHCb-PAPER-2021-024 arXiv:2109.01113
• High-precision measurement with further room for improvement
• Complementary to ATLAS/CMS, will boost accuracy of global fits

• Search for neutral long-lived particles in semi-leptonic decays New!
LHCb-PAPER-2021-028 arXiv:2110.07293
• Upper limits on cross-section × branching fraction at level of 0.1-1 pb
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Thank you!
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Randall Munroe, https://xkcd.com/1437/


